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You are worthy and deserving!

Self-care is a big word. And for many of us another impossible task on

our daily to-do-list. But this is why you are here. I want to help you

and guide you to make self-care a daily ritual for you. 

Self-care = healthcare
 

You can only give from a full cup. And as a midlife woman we have

had kids, husband, bosses, friends, etc drinking from your cup for

many years, which is now running on empty. There is no guilt or

shame around practicing self-care. Self-care is not selfish. Self-care is

a way to take care of your health. 

Many women that come to see me, have not really taken care of

themselves for many years. But now is your time and that is why you

are here. 

You are probably already struggling with low energy and brain fog,

why wait until you are too exhausted? 

This guide is here to help you and guide you to find your perfect daily

rituals. There is not one right way to ´self-care´ but there is your way.

So please, during these next two weeks, take the liberty and time to

find out what works for you, your soul and your energy!

This guide will offer you, and guide you through plenty of different

self-care tools and routines. Take the time to discover them all and

choose what works for you!



Essential oils have proven healing powers. The high potency

of essential oils and the immediate effect on the limbic

nervous system makes them true therapeutic powerhouses. 

As adaptogens they support the breadth of our system,

from mood to hormones, from immune system all the way

to overall balance.

Essentials oils can be calming, invigorating and balancing.

This is why I am so excited to share some of my favorite

recipes and rituals in this guide with you.

I hope they can become a part of your self-care rituals.

The healing powers of essential oils



Early morning pages

Your personal way of 5 minute meditation

Hydration

Tongue Scraping 

Shower Blast

The way you start your day, can influence the way you feel until you

go back to bed at night. Begin your day with intent, by choosing a

morning ritual that suits you and your needs. 

You can also set the pace for your day. Speeding through the day right

from the start by rushing through the kitchen with coffee in one hand

and a muffin in the other, will set you up for a day, high strung on

stress.

But what your body really wants, is to be nourished with the right

nutrition, balanced with deep breathing and positivity. 

I am sharing some of my favorite rituals with you, that can help to

start your day with purpose and intent:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Morning Rituals:

Set the mood for the day



There’s a time every morning when we are half awake, half asleep and

not quite fully conscious. At those moments, we have access to our

unconscious mind and our inner workings. But like dew on the

morning grass, it will soon be gone without a trace. Listening to these

tender morning wisps allows us to reach into our inner world, the

deeper part of ourselves that helps guide us on our path of

transformation. 

Early morning pages are a stream of consciousness written in a journal

first thing in the morning. Keep your journal by your bed and reach for

it while you are still half asleep. Begin by writing down any memories

you may have of your dreams. You’ll send a powerful message to your

brain: I am prepared to accept my unconscious thoughts and feelings,

and I accept that more and more will be revealed. You will develop a

deep, direct relationship with your inner self .Next, write 10 things you

are grateful for from yesterday. Usually our minds focus on everything

that’s not going well. Take time for thanksgiving and appreciating

what went well yesterday.

Early morning pages



When you hear the word “meditation,” what images come to mind?

Sitting cross-legged on a pillow, eyes closed, possibly chanting? A

religious group engaged in deep and mindful concentration?

For beginners, the simplest form of meditation is breathing. The goal

of a breathing meditation is to allow the mind to rest from thoughts,

which means allowing thoughts to pass through, rather than tending

to each one as it enters the mind. 

In a breathing meditation, find a comfortable seat and allow the

spine to be tall. Simply concentrate on the breathing, and make

inhales and exhales the same length. Breathe from the stomach rather

than the chest, and allow the belly to go soft, rising and falling with

each breath. If a thought enters your mind, acknowledge it, and let it

go. Allow your mind to be still. There’s no right or wrong way to

meditate. In the beginning, you may find it difficult to slow your mind

and tap into your inner consciousness.

Meditation works most effectively when practiced daily, so start with

short meditations but stay consistent. It’s more effective to meditate

for just five minutes a day at the same time every day than for 20

minutes once or twice a week.

As you experience the benefits, experiment with new types of

meditation. Meditation will help slow your mind, allowing you to

tune into your intuition and live in deeper alignment with your

intentions.

Your 5 minute meditation



Peppermint

 

Wild Orange 

 

Lavender2

2

Meditation Blend

1 

Directions: Before beginning your meditation-

breathing, add the blend to your hands, rub them

together and take 3 deep belly breaths. 



Did you know that our body consist to 65% of water?? During the

night we loose water in sweat, breath and urine that gets collected. It

is therefore super important to replenish our water storage first thing

in the morning. 

After waking.-up, enjoy a room temperature glass of water infused

with some of your favorite essential oils for extra flavour and

goodness. 

This will give you the mental clarity that you need, boost energy and

set your mood in the right way. 

Here two of my favorite water infusions:

Antioxidant hydration booster:

5 slices of cucumber

1    lemon oil 

Berry blast hydration:

2 cut strawberries

1    wild orange

Directions: Place fruits into glass and add essential oil. Enjoy! 

Hydration



Apply a few quick strokes, 2-3 times a day, or after brushing your

teeth.

Use the round edge to scrape gently down the tongue several times,

while applying slight pressure.

Rinse under running water and gently scrape again until no white

residue is left.

There should be no pain or gagging involved – if you feel any

discomfort, you’re probably scraping too hard or starting too far

back on the tongue.

The tongue cleaner originated in Ayurveda, which says that people

who use it are more expressive and thoughtful.

Some people ask if they can reap the same benefits by brushing their

tongue with a stiff toothbrush. Tongue brushing moves food particles

and bacteria around and can be helpful, but a tongue cleaner is far

more efficient, since it removes deep bacteria deposits and thoroughly

stimulates the area. 

Cleaning the tongue of leftover food and bacteria greatly reduces

cravings. When the taste of food is still in your mouth, you’re more

likely to crave foods from the opposite extreme of what you last ate.

Last, but certainly not least, tongue cleaning enhances kissing by

making the tongue more fresh, sensitive, and sweet. If you’re in a

relationship, try tongue scraping two times a day after brushing your

teeth, and encourage your partner to do the same. You’ll probably

notice a dramatic difference!

Directions: 

Tongue Cleaner



A shower in the morning can be a great way to stimulate the senses

and wash away the past nights sleepiness.

By adding some essential oil the morning shower can easily turn into

a full awakining and stimulating spa experience. 

With the steam of the shower you create a natural diffuser that helps

opening up your respiratory pathways and stimulates your senses

giving you an energy boost to start the day. 

You may add a couple of drops straight onto the shower floor. My

favorite oils for my morning shower blasts are:

Peppermint and Wild Orange 

Shower Blast



You can continue your wellness support throughout the day,

especially when you notice that you feel tired in the afternoon. I will

show you some simple techniques, that can support you and your

hormones to maintain a balance.

Take a break1.

You can learn to be in charge of your body's natural stress response.

And the easiest way to do so is by taking a break to just breath.

Breathing and extending the pauses in between inhaling and exhaling

signals the body to switch from the sympathetic to the

parasympathetic nervous system. Putting you from ´fight or flight´ into

the rest and digest mode. The easiest way to do so is to breath in

deeply, then hold your breath for 3 counts then exhales and again hold

your breath for 3 counts. By doing so you will shift your mood and

lower your cortisol levels.  

You can also put some of your favorite essential oil. into the mix.

Destress blend:

2.       Lavender

2        Peppermint

Put the drops in the palm of your hand, rub them together and cup

over your nose. Then inhale as outlined above.

 

Daytime Rituals



Ending your day on a quiet note is important to prepare your mind

and body for a restful night sleep. Sleep is very important, as it allows

your body to recharge and rebalance for the next day. 

Giving your body the gift of a good night sleep by keeping a regular

bedtime, and training it to respond to your evening ritual by easing

into a state of relaxation. 

Hot towel scrub1.

Turn on the hot water and fill the sink.

Hold the towel at both ends and place in the hot water.

Wring out the towel.

While the towel is still hot and steamy, begin to scrub the skin

gently.

Do one section of the body at a time: for example, begin with the

hands and fingers, then work your way up the arms to the

shoulders, neck and face, then down to the chest, upper back,

abdomen, lower back, buttocks, legs, feet, and toes.

Scrub until the skin becomes slightly pink or until each part

becomes warm.

Reheat the towel often by dipping it in the hot water after

scrubbing each section, or as soon as it starts to cool.

For extra calming benefit, add 3     of Lavender oil to the water

Body scrubbing can be done before or after your bath or shower. All

you need is a sink with hot water and a medium-sized cotton

washcloth.  Scrub for 2-20 minutes, depending on how much time you

have. The process of hot towel scrubbing has a deeper physical,

mental, and emotional effect when done at the sink as opposed to in

the shower. 

DIRECTIONS

 

Evening Rituals



2. Mirror, mirror on the wall

I matter

I am beautiful

I have the power to change

Happiness is found within me

I choose myself

I believe in myself 

Before going to bed giving yourself a bit of extra love, gratitude and

TLC is a great way to conclude the day.

This will only take 3 minutes and might feel a bit uncomfortable in

the beginning. 

Find a large mirror in your home with some privacy. Position your

self in front of it and look at yourself, acknowledging everything good

and amazing you did and experience during the day. Then say out

loud some of your favorite affirmations that are true to you. You may

also incorporate some of your favorite essential oils in a  diffuser to

make this experience even more powerful.  I like to use lavender,

bergamot or Ylang Ylnag.

These are some of my favorite affirmations to use. But please make

sure to use affirmations that speak to you:

 



Choose more calming, quieter evening activities that resonate with

you and help you to relax, both mentally and physically (e.g.

reading a book, taking a bath, going for a light stroll outdoors,

playing with a pet, folding laundry).

Turn off all full-spectrum light for a full 1-2 hours before bedtime.

This means no email, TV, or smart phone apps.

Avoid amping up your brain. Avoid activities such as budgeting,

balancing your checkbook, next-day-planning, or stressful

conversations in the full hour prior to bedtime. 

I also recommend no caffeinated food or drink at all after 2pm (e.g.

tea (even green), coffee, soda, chocolate, mate); yes, it *can* affect

you that many hours later.

Make it quiet but not too quiet. If noise is an issue in your bedroom

(too little OR too much), I often recommend soft foam ear plugs

and/or the white noise of a fan.

We all know it: high-quality sleep is vital for both healing and

sustained wellness. While the body appears from the outside to be still

and inactive, sleep is a time when the body is quite busy. During the

night, we restock our supply of hormones, process significant toxins,

repair damaged tissue, generate vital white blood cells for immunity,

eliminate the effects of stress, and process heavy emotions.

Essential oils are a fantastic way to unwind, relax and calm the mind

for a great night of sleep. There are a varieties of blends out of these

you can find your perfect blend for a peaceful night sleep (see next

page)

However there are other proven steps you can take to prepare your

body for sleep and encourage your sleep hormone to kick in:

 

3. Good-night sweet darling 



Mind the temperature. Rooms which are too hot or too cold tend to

wake us up. In addition to waking us up to mess with the bedding,

temperature extremes naturally increase our stress hormones

which promotes wakefulness.

Quiet the digestion. This is a particularly powerful one that

surprises many. I recommend no food at all for a full three hours

before bed

Sweet dreams:

4     Lavender

2     Cedarwood

2     Wild Orange

1      Ylang Ylang

Sleep diffuser blend

Sleep tight:

4     Lavender

2     Cedarwood



Please remember that this guide is filled with MY OWN personal

favorite daily rituals. I have pulled these together over the years,

learnt them from other coaches tried and tested them. And today, I

want to share them with you! However, bear in mind that this is a

guide helping you to craft your own perfect rituals that give you

strength, inspiration and energy to enjoy every day.

Not only that, it will also support your hormone balancing journey

during the changing years.

But don't despair if something is not working for you. Change it up, or

eliminate it. Maybe your body and mind is just not ready for it yet.

Customize your own aromas and blends with all you have learnt about

essential oils in this guide. 

You are the CEO of your own health.  Your health is in your hands.

Self-care is an important part of healing and rebalancing your

hormones. Once you master the art of self-care your body and your

mind will be able to slow down. And so will you!

 

REMEMBER: You are your own health

advocate


